USER’S GUIDE

Welcome to the online resources for SRA Read to Achieve! These digital assets supplement the Teacher’s Editions, giving teachers additional ways to present and teach to mastery the skills and content students need to be successful learners.

When you enter SRA Read to Achieve in ConnectED, you will see the Introduction Screen:

Choose the Resource Library button to access all the materials for both courses of Read to Achieve: Comprehending Content-Area Text and Comprehending Narrative Text. From the list on the left, you can select digital versions of the program teacher materials—Teacher’s Editions, Assessment Masters, and Professional Development Guides—and you can access the Teaching Tutor videos and the interactive ePresentations:
TEACHER’S EDITIONS

Teacher’s Editions eBooks allow teachers to plan, prepare, and present lessons:

The Teacher’s Editions eBooks include reproductions of student books and other program materials for easy reference. All program eBooks include a Table of Contents for easy access to all content:
ASSESSMENT MASTERS

Assessment Masters contain the unit assessments and fluency passages for each course, answer keys, and other helpful material. All program eBooks allow teachers to highlight and add notes in preparation for lessons:

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT GUIDES

Professional Development Guide for each course provides information on program materials, the instructional sequence, and teaching techniques as well as sample lessons and the Placement Test for the course. All program eBooks are searchable, using the search function at top right.
To use the ePresentation tool, select the appropriate unit and lesson from the dropdown menu:

- Clicking a lesson will load all the materials needed for that lesson. At the top right of the screen is a dropdown menu of materials to select from.
All the program transparencies are included in the ePresentation. The teacher can display and write on the interactive transparencies as students work through an activity in their Workbooks. Transparencies can be saved and printed as needed.

Other parts of the ePresentation are available as reference tools:
TEACHING TUTORS

The Read to Achieve Teaching Tutors are professional development tools. The Teaching Tutor for each course is found under the Resource Library bar. Information is presented on a series of slides organized by topic. Videos attached to many of the topics provide authentic examples of real classroom instruction by trained teachers. Click the course icon to open the appropriate Tutor:
You can advance through the *Tutor* by chapters and modules, viewing the slides and videos in sequence.

Alternatively, you can use the index to find information and videos on a variety of topics such as optimal pacing, making corrections, managing behavior, and firming and attaining mastery.
By clicking the topic in the index, you can easily locate the appropriate section of the *Tutor*.

You can bookmark sections of the *Tutor* for easy reference later.
The Resources link at the bottom left of the Teaching Tutor screen takes you to a listing of all videos for the program. This video index can be searched by chapter or topic.

Selected slides contain links to PDFs:
SRA 2Inform

You can access the progress monitoring tool SRA 2Inform from the Introduction Page.

The SRA 2Inform application will open in a separate window. From this screen, select the program for which you wish to enter or review data.
Use **SRA 2Inform** to track student results on Unit Tests and Fluency Checks.

**SRA 2Inform** can also generate a variety of program-specific reports.
Note: For more general information about ConnectED, including assistance on how to use various features, choose the appropriate link at the bottom of the Introduction Screen.